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Edge-state and bulklike laser-induced correlation effects in high-harmonic
generation from a linear chain
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We explore the significance of laser-induced correlation effects for high-order harmonic generation (HHG) in
a linear chain model of a generic band gap material for both single-IR-pulse and VUV-pump–IR-probe HHG
schemes. We examine various pump-pulse excitations, and categorize signatures of laser-induced correlation
effects into two classes related to edge-state and bulklike effects. The relative importance of the edge-state ef-
fects decreases with increasing system size, while the bulklike effects remain. We identify regimes where these
effects may alter the harmonic yield by an order of magnitude, but also regions where they may be neglected. We
characterize the underlying laser-induced dynamics of the correlational mechanisms, using both an electronic
population description in a static field-free basis and a comparison to a band-structure picture with laser-induced
time-dependent energy shifts. From this we provide a guideline on when to account for laser-induced electron
correlations and give an estimate of the timescale in which the laser-induced electron-electron interactions can
cause correlational changes in the harmonic spectra. We find this timescale to be a few tens of femtoseconds.
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I. INTRODUCTION

High-harmonic generation (HHG) has been utilized for
decades to produce coherent ultraviolet light of ultrafast
duration. The radiation inherits descriptive system-specific
characteristics through the ultrafast electron dynamic of the
HHG mechanism [1–10]. For HHG in a gaseous system, the
mechanism was explained through the three-step model that
can be most simply rationalized in terms of electron trajec-
tories in real space involving ionization, propagation, and
recombination steps [11–13]. For multielectron excitations in
gases, an additional plateau arrives in the HHG signal as a
characteristic of laser-induced electronic correlations, which
is described by nonsequential double recombination [14–16].
Recently HHG in solids has been under intense investigation.
Compared to gaseous systems, a different scaling with laser
intensity and a multiplateau structure of the HHG signal is
observed [17]. The mechanisms of HHG in solids are subject
to vivid discussion [18–30]. Often a crystal-momentum-space
description, which involves intraband dynamics and interband
transitions, is applied. This description shares elements of the
three-step model such as excitation, propagation, and recom-
bination, but in crystal-momentum space [26]. The majority
of physics models for HHG in semiconductors [7–9,17–26]
are based on the independent-electron approximation and de-
scribe the HHG mechanism as a result of electron population
being transferred within or across bands of a static band
structure. Such an independent-electron approximation was
shown by ab initio approaches to be accurate when describing
single-IR-pulse driven HHG in semiconductors and band gap
(BG) model systems [31–34], whether doped [35], finite [36],
containing vacancies [37], disordered [38], or having a topo-
logical nature [39]. In addition to the investigations in these

systems that are weakly correlated under field-free conditions,
aspects of HHG in intrinsically strongly correlated materi-
als have also been explored, in this latter case in terms of
effective-Hamiltonian models [40–46].

It is intriguing that while the multiplateau structure of
the HHG signal in the atomic case is an electron-correlation
effect, the multiplateau HHG structure of the response of a
solid appears as a result of the band structure, and is not
altered significantly by laser-induced correlations in the case
of single-pulse HHG schemes. To this extent, it is interesting
to see whether one can create laser-induced correlation effects
in the HHG mechanism in weakly correlated nanostructured
or bulk BG materials. Very recently it was shown [47] that
significant laser-induced correlations can indeed be triggered
in a linear chain model of a finite-size semiconductor, when
exposed to a VUV-pump–IR-probe scheme with a controlled
time delay between the pump and the probe pulse. By reso-
nantly exciting the edge states (ESs) of the finite system, it was
found that the ESs, which are localized in real space, cause
real-space density fluctuations that necessitate a correlated de-
scription. It was found that while the ES-induced correlation
can give both significant enhancement and decrease in specific
regions of the HHG spectrum for the finite system, the relative
importance of the localized ESs decreases as the system size
increases. Accordingly the associated laser-induced correla-
tion effect is strongly suppressed in the bulk limit.

In this paper we go beyond the consideration of elec-
tron correlation induced by the laser-mediated population of
ESs. We do so by varying the frequency of the pump pulse
and we find laser-induced correlation effects, that persist in
the bulk-size limit, which we therefore characterize with a
crystal-momentum-space description. When it comes to the
possible roles of laser-induced correlation, many interesting
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questions are still unexplored and we seek to address some of
these in the following: How can the laser-induced correlation
effects be included in a band-structure picture and do different
mechanisms arrive with different properties? To what extent
can laser-induced correlation effects alter the HHG spectra for
HHG by a single IR pulse or by a VUV-pump and an IR-probe
pulse? What timescale is associated with the mechanisms of
laser-induced correlations? Furthermore, we aim to provide
a guideline for domains where one can neglect laser-induced
correlation effects and accurately apply the independent-
electron approximation for a generic semiconductor. In order
to consider these questions we will first provide a short
description of the laser-induced electron-correlation mecha-
nisms in one-color HHG from a model of a BG material with
more than one valence band (VB), where it is known from the
literature that signatures of laser-induced correlation effects
in the HHG spectra are at high order and typically out of
range for experimental detection [31,33,48]. Supplementing
this discussion, we supply a method to reveal the underlying
mechanics through correlation-induced electron populations
considered in the static field-free ground-state band structure.
Hereafter, we employ a pump-probe scheme for HHG us-
ing VUV and IR pulses with a variable time delay between
them. In doing so, we approach the limit of temporally over-
lapping VUV and IR pulses, which in the recent study of
Ref. [49] was shown to lead to an enhancement of the HHG
yield within the uncorrelated one-dimensional Su-Schrieffer-
Heeger model. From our studies with variable time delay, we
identify two distinct types of laser-induced electron correla-
tion effects, being ES or bulklike effects. We distinguish the
correlational dynamics through both a static band-structure
model with correlation-induced electronic populations and a
comparison with an analysis of the laser-induced correlational
energy shifts if considering a time-dependent basis. Utilizing
the capability of time resolution through pump-probe HHG
spectroscopy we are able to characterize the timescale of
the laser-induced correlational dynamics. We thus provide
insight into the characteristics of ultrafast beyond-mean-field
electron-electron interactions.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the theoretical
model and methods are presented. In Sec. III, the results are
discussed. Section IV gives the conclusions. Atomic units are
used throughout unless otherwise indicated.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL AND METHODS

In this paper, time-dependent density functional theory
(TDDFT) [50] is applied within the local spin-density approx-
imation. It is self-consistent, accounts for electron-electron
interactions, and includes contributions from all bands in
the band structure [51]. We do not account for macroscopic
light propagation effects such as dephasing and absorption,
even though such effects may modify the HHG spectra [52].
These effects can be suppressed through their dependence
on target thickness, so the present approach is valid for thin
target materials, which are feasible to produce (see, e.g.,
Refs. [9,53–56]).

We consider a model of a BG material with more than one
filled VB to include the possibility of interband contributions
from lower energy VBs. The lower VB electrons do often not

contribute significantly to the HHG signal and are hence often
neglected to obtain effective two-band or N-band models with
one VB and one or more conduction bands (CBs). Since,
single-VB and two-VB models, in some cases, exhibit differ-
ent indications of laser-induced electron correlations [48], we
include all VBs in the present calculations.

The applied model exhibits a well-converged bulk-system
response for increasing number of atoms, and has been widely
used as a benchmark when examining HHG [33–37,47,48].
We consider a linear chain of N ions, each with nuclear charge
Z = 4. The ion positions xi, separated by the lattice constant
a = 7, are given as xi = [i − 1

2 (N − 1)]a. The static ionic
potential is

vion(x) = −
N−1∑
i=0

Z√
(x − xi )2 + ε

(1)

with softening parameter ε = 2.25. The softening parameter
is chosen to soften the Coulomb singularity. We aim to capture
the physics of three-dimensional electrons driven in the polar-
ization direction of a linearly polarized electromagnetic field,
rather than a true one-dimensional system, all without unduly
distorting electron-electron correlations (see, e.g., Ref. [57]).
Calculations have been made with systems of varying length,
from nanoscale systems to bulk systems. In the following, the
N = 80 (≈30 nm) sample is denoted as a finite nanoscale
system, as it matches obtainable diameters in production of,
e.g., ZnO nanowires [58]. Such nanostructures are of interest
with the scope of utilizing enhancement from plasmons [59].
For comparison the response of a N = 300 (≈111 nm) sample
will be denoted as the response of a bulk system as this system
size is well above the size of N = 220 where all previous
single-pulse and pump-probe-pulse simulations have shown
convergence to the bulk response [34,47].

In the absence of the external time-dependent field, the
many-body interacting fermionic system may be represented
by an auxiliary system of noninteracting Kohn-Sham (KS)
orbitals through the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem [60]. The KS
orbitals ϕσ,i with spin σ = {↑,↓} satisfy the KS equation{

−1

2

∂2

∂x2
+ vKS[nσ ](x)

}
ϕσ,i(x) = εσ,iϕσ,i(x), (2)

with the static KS potential

vKS[{nσ }](x) = vion(x) + vH [n](x) + vxc[{nσ }](x). (3)

Here the first term represents the interaction with the ionic
lattice and is given by Eq. (1). The second term describes the
Hartree potential and is given by

vH [n](x) =
∫

dx′ n(x′)√
(x − x′)2 + ε

. (4)

The last term in Eq. (3) describes the exchange-correlation
potential and is given by the following expression in the local
spin-density approximation:

vxc[{nσ }](x) � vx[{nσ }](x) = −
[

6

π
nσ (x)

]1/3

. (5)

The spin density and the total density are given, respectively,
as nσ (x) = ∑Nσ −1

i=0 |ϕσ,i(x)|2 and n(x) = ∑
σ=↑,↓ nσ (x) with
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Nσ being the number of electrons with spin σ . In this pa-
per we consider charge- and spin-neutral systems such that
N↑,↓ = ZN/2. We have checked that the conclusions of the
present paper, including those related to field-induced dynam-
ics, remain unaffected by using another functional [61].

For propagation in the presence of external laser pulses, we
apply the time-dependent KS equation (TDKSE)

i
∂

∂t
ϕσ,i(x, t ) =

{
− 1

2

∂2

∂x2
− iA(t )

∂

∂x

+ ṽKS[nσ ](x, t )

}
ϕσ,i(x, t ) (6)

using the vector potential A(t ) to describe the electromagnetic
field and the time-dependent KS potential

ṽKS[{nσ }](x, t ) = vion(x) + vH [n](x, t ) + vxc[{nσ }](x, t ),

(7)

in which the Hartree and exchange-correlation potentials in-
herit the time dependence of the electron density. A complex
absorbing potential was added to prevent electrons that reach
the boundary of the simulation box from backscattering and
contributing to unphysical interaction (for this method see,
e.g., Ref. [62]). We apply the Crank-Nicolson method for time
propagation with a predictor-corrector step [51] and work in
the adiabatic approximation for the TDKSE [63]. First, the
ground state is found by imaginary time propagation of Eq. (6)
renormalizing the orbitals at each time step. For imaginary
time propagation, the system is propagated until convergence
with time step �t = 0.5 a.u., whereas a time step of �t = 0.1
a.u. is applied for the real time propagation, until well beyond
the end of the driving pulse. The converged results are found
on a spatial grid with spacing �x = 0.1 a.u. The grid size
applied for convergence is of 17 000 and 67 500 grid points for
the nanoscale and bulk system, respectively. Here the 560-a.u.
(2100-a.u.) nanoscale (bulk) system is located at the center
of the simulation box and occupies less than a third of the
simulated box.

With the obtained ground state, the KS potential is eval-
uated through Eq. (3), and the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) is
diagonalized. A band structure can hereafter be constructed
by the norm square of the Fourier transformed KS orbitals.
Such band structures are available for the considered model
system in the literature in, e.g., Refs. [33–37,47,48]. As seen
from Fig. 1, the band structure consists of two VBs, denoted
VB1 and VB2, which are fully occupied by electrons and
separated by 0.570 (≈15.5 eV). The system has a BG energy
of 0.239 (≈6.5 eV), whereafter there are multiple unpopulated
CBs. As the system is of finite size, it contains a few ESs
which can typically be found with energies just below each
VB and CB. Finally, one can see a free-space (FS) parabola,
which signifies that the system is finite and that electrons can
escape from the finite linear chain into vacuum. In previous
work, it was shown that these FS electrons do not contribute
significantly to the HHG yield [36].

Using the ground state as the initial state, we apply a
driving (subscript d) IR pulse described by Ad (t ). In the
pump-probe simulations, we add a pump preexcitation (sub-
script p) VUV pulse Ap(t ). In general the linearly polarized

FIG. 1. Part of the band structure resulting from plotting the
norm squared of the Fourier transformed occupied and unoccupied
KS orbitals for the finite-size system (N = 80), as a function of
their corresponding energies and the Fourier variable k. The occupied
valence bands are labeled as VBi with i = 1, 2 and the unoccupied
conduction bands are labeled as CBi with i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 . . .. Due to
the surrounding vacuum in the simulation box, the free-space (FS)
dispersion of k2/2 is also visible.

pulses in the dipole approximation are described by the vector
potential

A(t ) = Ap(t ) + Ad (t ). (8)

Their explicit forms are

Ap(t ) = Ap sin2

(
ωpt

2np

)
sin (ωpt − φp), 0 < t <

2πnp

ωp
,

Ad (t ) = Ad sin2

(
ωd (t − τ )

2nd

)
sin [ωd (t − τ ) − φd ],

τ + π

(
np

ωp
− nd

ωd

)
< t < τ + π

(
np

ωp
+ nd

ωd

)
.

Here ωi is the angular frequency, ni is the number of cycles,
and φi is the carrier envelope phase of the pulse i = {d, p}.
Furthermore, τ is the peak-to-peak time delay between the
two pulses. Throughout this paper, we apply a nd = 15 cycle
driving pulse with a frequency of ωd = 0.023 (λd � 2 μm)
with Ad = 0.24 or Fd = 0.005 52 corresponding to an inten-
sity of � 1012 W/cm2. The parameters of the preexcitation
pump pulse will be varied and the effect of this variation is
examined in Sec. III B.

As we aim to compare uncorrelated and correlated elec-
tron dynamics in this paper, we rely on the wording used
in the literature (see, e.g., Refs. [31,44,64]). When dis-
cussing uncorrelated, independent-electron dynamics, we re-
fer to the approximation ṽKS[{nσ }](x, t ) � ṽKS[{nσ }](x, 0) =
vKS[{nσ }](x). This corresponds to uncorrelated, independent-
electron dynamics in the sense that it only includes the
electron-electron interaction from electrons in the initial
state, which is the electronic ground state. This ground-state
electron-electron interaction is evaluated to form a time-
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independent effective potential, wherein all electrons move
independently. We refer to the dynamics being correlated if we
go beyond this approach and allow for a dynamical electron-
electron interaction throughout the calculation, retaining the
time dependence in the Hartree and exchange-correlation po-
tential as described by Eq. (7). Thus we can express the
Hamiltonian that accounts for correlation during the dynam-
ics, Hc, from the TDKSE, in terms of the Hamilton of the
uncorrelated system, Hu, as

Hc = Hu + δvKS[{nσ }](x, t ), (9)

with the laser-induced correlation term

δvKS[{nσ }](x, t ) = ṽKS[{nσ }](x, t ) − ṽKS[{nσ }](x, 0), (10)

which describes how the laser-induced changes in the density
lead to a time-dependent change in the interaction between the
electrons.

The HHG spectra can be found as

S(ω) ∝
∣∣∣∣
∫

dtJ (t )e−iωt

∣∣∣∣
2

, (11)

with the time-dependent current

J (t ) =
∑
i,σ

∫
dx Re

[
ϕ∗

i,σ (x, t )

(
−i

∂

∂x
+ A(t )

)
ϕi,σ (x, t )

]
.

(12)
To compare the spectra for single-pulse and pump-probe two-
pulse calculations on an equal footing, we apply the same
window function, when evaluating the Fourier transforms.
The window function attains the value 1 before the center of
the driving pulse, whereafter it follows a cos8 decay, inspired
from similar pump-probe settings of Ref. [65].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For completeness, we start in Sec. III A with a sum-
mary regarding laser-induced electron correlation effects in
single-pulse HHG from BG materials. We supplement the
well-known conclusions by applying a method to track the
electron population in individual VBs and CBs. In Sec. III B,
we then introduce a preexcitation pump pulse to examine
laser-induced correlation effects in HHG in a pump-probe
scheme. The results following from a scan of the parameters
of the preexcitation pump pulse allow us to identify two
distinct types of laser-induced correlation effects, finite-size
edge-state effects and bulklike effects, with accompanying
analysis of the HHG spectra for different preexcitation pump
frequencies. To analyze the dynamics, the electron population
was tracked along with any laser-induced changes of the band
structure. For a temporal analysis the delay between the two
pulses was varied to see signatures of laser-induced correla-
tions in the HHG spectra.

A. Laser-induced correlations effects in HHG with a single
driving pulse

For a generic semiconductor with more than one filled
VB for HHG, laser-induced correlation effects were shown
to be modest and out of range for experimental detection
when applying only a single driving IR pulse [31,33,48].

FIG. 2. (a) HHG spectra for a finite-size system (N = 80) when
applying an nd = 15-cycle IR driving pulse with ωd = 0.023 and
F0,d = 0.00552 with independent electrons and correlated electrons.
(b) Electron population in CB4 as a function of time in units of the
driving field duration Td = 2π/ωd .

For descriptions of laser-induced correlations in single-VB
semiconductors or metals see Ref. [48]. In our model, as
previously seen in Refs. [33,48], laser-induced electron cor-
relation effects appear as an enhancement of harmonics in the
high frequency region, corresponding to transitions from the
fourth CB (CB4) to VB2 (see Fig. 1). This enhancement can
be seen in the HHG spectra of Fig. 2(a) starting at harmonic
order ≈100. The intensity of the signal at such high frequen-
cies is generally too weak to be observed experimentally.
Furthermore, the intensity at this frequency range is also on
the verge of numerical noise, when simulated using a gradient
based functional [61] for TDDFT. We have found such a laser-
induced correlational enhancement of the fourth plateau for all
system sizes above the limit of atomic behavior (N � 60; see
Ref. [36]).

1. Hauling-up effect

A mechanism to explain such laser-induced electron-
correlation enhancement of higher HHG plateaus is the
“hauling-up” effect [66]. The hauling-up effect arrives from
additional correlation-induced couplings to higher CBs. The
emergence of additional coupling terms can, e.g., be seen
explicitly when expanding the orbitals in Houston states |φ̃nk0〉
for band n and crystal momentum k0 (see, e.g., Ref. [67]).
In the TDDFT sense, this corresponds to expanding the KS
orbitals, in the instantaneous eigenstates of the independent-
electron KS equation. In doing so, the complex expansion
coefficients αm

bk0
(t ) of the Houston-like eigenstates will be

time dependent and determined from

i
∂

∂t
αm

bk0
(t ) =

∑
n

αn
bk0

(t )ei
∫

εmn[k(t ′ )]dt ′[
dmn

k(t )E (t )

+ 〈φ̃mk0 |δvKS[{nσ }](x, t )|φ̃nk0〉
]

(13)

with energy differences εmn[k(t )], and transition dipole el-
ements dmn

k(t ) between bands of indices m and n at k(t ) =
k0 + A(t ). The second term in Eq. (13) contains the effect of
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laser-induced correlations as seen earlier in Eqs. (9) and (10).
In Ref. [66], using a time-dependent Hartree-Fock approach, a
term similar to the last one in Eq. (13) was found to introduce
additional couplings for VB electrons when transitioning to
higher-lying CBs. Due to this, the formation of plateaus was
reported at lower field strengths as a direct consequence of
laser-induced electron correlations. Hence, the hauling-up ef-
fect provides a mechanism for alterations of the HHG spectra
by increased population of electrons in the higher CBs.

2. Population analysis

To supplement the interpretation of these laser-induced
electron-correlation mechanisms, we allude to the result in
Fig. 2(b). Here the electron population of CB4 (see Fig. 1)
is plotted as a function of time during the driving pulse. The
population is determined with a procedure similar to that used
in Ref. [32], where at each time step the orbitals are projected
onto each KS orbital of the initial ground state (GS) as

Pσ, j (t ) =
∑

i

∑
σ ′

|〈ϕσ ′,i(t )|∣∣ϕGS
σ, j

〉∣∣. (14)

Now the projection of the kth CB, denoted as CBk, can be
found by summation:

NCBk(t ) =
∑

j∈CBk

∑
σ

Pσ, j (t ). (15)

By comparing the electron population in all of the individual
CBs (not shown) for the independent-electron and correlated
approaches, we only observe a correlation-induced increase
in population in the fourth and higher CBs. For CB4, pop-
ulations obtained with the two approaches are depicted in
Fig. 2(b), where the overall amount of excited electrons is
higher for the correlated than for the independent-electron
approach throughout the duration of the driving pulse, which
is consistent with the anticipated effect of the hauling-up
mechanism. To directly relate a higher population in CBk
k � 4 to an increase in the associated part of the HHG signal
is not trivial. The emittance of HHG depends on the quantum
interference between recombinations or imperfect recombi-
nations at multiple k points [28]. The increase in population
in a high-lying CB is thus not directly related to an increase
in HHG signal. We do, however, observe a higher degree of
excitation to the highest CBs, consistent with the correlational
hauling-up mechanism, and comparing with the HHG spectra
we similarly find indications of laser-induced correlations at
the associated recombination energies, i.e., at orders higher
than ≈100 in Fig. 2(a).

In this analysis of the electron population, we project onto
a basis that arrives from considering only the electron-electron
interactions in the electronic ground state. As the system
is excited by the laser pulse, it exhibits density fluctuations
resulting in a time-dependent electron-electron interaction,
which goes beyond the static electron-electron interaction
from the electronic ground state; see Eqs. (9) and (10). Since
the basis does not contain these new laser-induced correla-
tions, it is important to check the basis for completeness. This
can be done by adding up all of the projected populations,
and assuring that any loss in population corresponds to the
amount of population which is ionized and absorbed by the

surrounding absorbing potential. In such an analysis of a cor-
related system using an uncorrelated basis, it seems rational
that since the laser-induced correlations are not included in the
basis, they will appear in additional nontrivial time-dependent
couplings between the states of the uncorrelated basis, as we
saw in the hauling-up effect of Eq. (13).

3. Laser-induced BG-energy reduction

An interesting question is now whether one, instead of
interpreting laser-induced correlation effects in terms of cou-
plings in the uncorrelated basis, could gain insights by simply
analyzing the nature of the time-dependent basis that emerges
upon accounting for laser-induced correlations—we refer to
this latter basis as the correlated basis. If, e.g., the BG energy
would be reduced due to laser-induced correlations, this could
have large consequences for the nonlinear HHG process. An
effective reduction of the BG is exactly what is expected
when applying an intense laser pulse to a semiconductor in
a single-electron Floquet approach (see, e.g., Refs. [68,69]).
However, along with such a laser-dressed BG reduction, an
intense laser pulse will also cause excitations resulting in
laser-induced time-dependent correlation effects beyond such
single-electron picture. The behavior of the time-dependent
correlated basis is expected to be affected by the nontrivial
interplay of such effects. If the electron-electron interactions
(beyond those of the static ground state) were to induce an
energy shift through the KS potential, it would require a sig-
nificant change in the electron density. However, most of the
density has been shown to remain in the ground state in mul-
tiple single-pulse HHG studies of different systems [33–37].
Since only a fraction of the orbitals of the highest VB change,
the total density is not altered significantly, alluding to such
correlational-induced BG fluctuations being small.

To determine the size of such a laser-induced BG-energy
reduction we consider the time-dependent electron distribu-
tion at the instant corresponding to the center of the driving
IR pulse. This electron density is applied to diagonalize the
Hamiltonian in order to find a new band structure, which
consists of the instantaneous eigenstates of the correlated elec-
tron KS equation—the correlated basis. In the single-pulse
studies, we find the correlated band structure to be almost
identical to the ground-state band structure, although, due
to the slight change of the dynamic KS potential, the BG
energy will change from 10.62 ωd to 10.35 ωd . The magnitude
of the reduction is not as remarkable in this multielectron
model as expected from the independent-electron model of
Refs. [68,69]. The present change of the BG energy is not
expected to significantly alter the HHG spectra. There could,
nevertheless, exist a range of laser parameters, where the HHG
signal might be more responsive to laser-induced correlations
if, e.g., the BG fluctuation could lower the number of photons
needed for the multiphoton excitation by the driving IR pulse.

If we were to consider our system in a simpler model by
neglecting, e.g., VB1, then this removal of VB1 would result
in a removal of a large portion of the nonexcited electrons
since the VB1 electrons are not being significantly excited by
the driving pulse. Neglecting the VB1 electrons would hence
increase the overall fraction of excited orbitals, and result in
larger relative fluctuations of the density with the capability to
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affect the BG energy more severely. We thus allude to caution
when simplifying a multi-VB band structure with single-VB
models, as single-VB systems have been reported to exhibit
more correlation effects [48].

To investigate ways to enhance effects of laser-induced
electron correlations in a controlled manner a possible way
is by applying pump-probe schemes as will be explored in the
next section.

B. Laser-induced correlation effects in HHG in a pump-probe
VUV-preexcitation–IR-driving pulse scheme

The aim of pump-probe HHG in solids is often to carefully
select laser pulses with different frequencies, durations, and
delay as a means of controlling the amount of excited elec-
trons and promoting specific electronic pathways through the
band structure for an increase in harmonic efficiency (see, e.g.,
the recent works in Refs. [70,71]). When applying two pulses
in a pump-probe manner, the experimental study of Ref. [72]
shows that when a crystal is photoexcited and later driven,
then the harmonic yield is reduced for bulk ZnO. However,
laser-induced correlations significantly alter the HHG mech-
anisms if the frequency of the preexcitation pump pulse is
suitably chosen as shown in the finite-size nanoscale regime
in Ref. [47]. In that latter work, correlational enhancement
is reported at a wide range of HH frequencies entering the
regime of the first plateau, where it would be feasible to detect
experimentally. For the sake of experimental detection, we
narrow the search of correlation effects to the first plateaus
of the HHG spectra. In Sec. II B 1 we aim to give guidelines
on how to evoke different kinds of laser-induced correlation
effects. In order to obtain an intuition into how such laser-
induced correlation effects could arrive, one can consider the
correlated time-evolution operator Uc compared to the uncor-
related Uu of the Hamiltonians Hc and Hu of Eq. (9), which
relate as

Uc(t + �t, t ) � e−iδvKS[{nσ }](x,t )�tUu(t + �t, t ). (16)

We see here that the laser-induced correlation supplies an
additional phase, which through time will accumulate. Thus
we expect to find an increase in laser-induced correlations
when probing the system for a longer duration with, e.g.,
temporally separated pulses. If we consider that the potential
δvKS[{nσ }](x, t ) supplies a phase with the same magnitude
as the BG-energy shift of the previous section, then a crude
approximation would be that laser-induced correlations ar-
rive after �E�t ∼ 2π , which would be at times larger than
�t ∼ 1000 a.u. (∼24 fs). As we will observe later, this rough
estimate fits rather well with the timescale of the laser-induced
correlations.

1. Band structure and transitions

A part of the band structure is given in Fig. 3(a) depicting
the occupied VB2 and unoccupied CB1 for the finite system.
As previously reported in Refs. [34,47] and magnified in
Fig. 3, such finite systems contain a few ESs just below each
VB and CB. The lowest energy ES below CB1 and the lowest
energy state within CB1 can be compared in Fig. 3(b) for the
N = 80 system. For these lowest energy ESs (CB1 state) we
observe a delocalized (localized) orbital in momentum space

FIG. 3. (a) Zoom-in of VB2 and CB1 from Fig. 1. The ESs
are indicated below the CB by the horizontal line at ≈ −0.18. The
free-space (FS) dispersion is visible. Arrows denote central photon
energies, the smallest red arrows depicting the 11ωd multiphoton
transition, the solid blue arrow 1 illustrating the preexcitation pulse
when resonant with the ES, and arrows 2 denoting preexcitation
pulses with frequencies corresponding to energies close to the BG
frequency which allows for the blue dash-dotted transition to the
lowest energy state in the CB or the blue dashed transition from the
VB to the ES at another k. (b) Real-space norm squared of the ES
KS orbital below the first CB and of the lowest energy state within
the first CB for an N = 80 system. (c) Pulse sequence with the VUV
preexcitation and the IR driving laser pulse in units of the period of
the IR laser, Td , and with each pulse normalized to the peak field
strength of the IR pulse. The pulses drive the transitions in (a); see
text for parameters.

and a localized (delocalized) norm-squared wave function in
real space if comparing Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. The
electromagnetic field from the definition in Eq. (8) is depicted
in Fig. 3(c). Here a np = 153-cycle VUV preexcitation pulse
is applied within the perturbative response regime with field
strength F0,p = 0.0005 (corresponding to � 9 × 109 W/cm2).
This pump pulse is followed by the driving pulse used in the
single-pulse studies discussed above. The 11 ωd -photon exci-
tations for interband processes are depicted with red arrows
in Fig. 3(a). Two interesting VUV preexcitation frequen-
cies will be examined in detail. We will refer to these as
the ES-preexcitation frequency with ωp,ES = 0.235 and the
BG-preexcitation frequency with ωp,BG = 0.239. These cor-
respond to resonant excitation from k = 0 of VB2 to the two
states of Fig. 3(b). The first of which, the ES preexcitation, is
depicted with the transition 1 in Fig. 3(a), and is a resonant
coupling from the highest energy state within VB2 at k = 0
to the lowest energy ES. The second, the BG preexcitation,
is tuned to the BG energy to drive multiple transitions, as
depicted with 2 in Fig. 3(a). It provides a resonant coupling
between the highest energy state in VB2 and the lowest energy
state of CB1 at k = 0, shown with the dashed-dotted arrow.
Due to the ES being delocalized in momentum space, the
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latter frequency also couples states in VB2 to the ESs at a
finite k, as shown with the dashed arrows. As in the recent
study of Ref. [70], we set the number of cycles of the VUV
preexcitation pulse to np = 153. In this way, it has a pulse
duration similar to that of the 15-cycle IR driving pulse. Due
to the many cycles of the preexcitation pulses, their spectral
width is rather narrow with a full width at half maximum of
the electric field of the pulse being less than 0.0025 a.u., and
thus the transitions induced by the VUV pump, as depicted
with 1 and 2 in Fig. 3(a), are well defined in energy space. To
clearly identify the impact of the VUV preexcitation pulse on
the HHG spectra, we will use the single-IR-pulse spectra as
examined in Fig. 2 as reference.

2. Laser-induced correlation effects in HHG in temporally
well-separated preexcitation VUV-pump and driving

IR-probe pulses

We first examine the case with temporally well-separated
preexcitation VUV pump and driving IR probe pulses. As in
the schemes of Refs. [47,70] we apply a peak-to-peak delay
of τ = 26Td , which is shorter than the spontaneous decay
time of the carriers. Here Td = 2π/ωd (≈6.6 fs) is the period
of the driving IR frequency. A scan over VUV preexcitation
frequencies has been made and we illustrate certain aspects
by focusing on the two ES and BG frequencies corresponding
to 1 and 2 of Fig. 3(a). The results of such calculations are
depicted in Fig. 4. We note in passing that although not shown
in the frequency range considered in the figure, the hauling-
up effect is present at the expected high frequencies in the
correlated approaches (see Sec. III A 1). We start by focusing
on the case of the ES preexcitation, as its effects need to be
known and singled out to be able to perform an analysis of
the results for the BG-frequency case as the latter frequency
also populates resonantly to the ES from states lying lower in
VB2 [see, e.g., Fig. 3(a), dashed arrows at the symbol 2. in
the figure]. When applying the ES preexcitation, the states in
CB1 cannot be reached resonantly from the top of VB2 and
the effects associated with ESs are singled out. We remind the
reader of some of the results previously discussed in detail in
Ref. [47]: We see that a significant enhancement arrives from
laser-induced correlations at a wide range of high-harmonic
frequencies for the finite-size system of Fig. 4(c). This en-
hancement is clearly an effect dominated by laser-induced
correlations as it does not appear in Fig. 4(a) or Fig. 4(b) and
it depends on system size, as it vanishes in the bulk limit of
Fig. 4(d). The responsible mechanism is believed to be density
fluctuations which are initialized by resonantly populating
the spatially localized ES. The relative importance of this
ES-induced dynamics decreases with increasing system size
where the ESs become of less significance when compared to
the increasing number of bulk states. This reduces the relative
density fluctuation and provides less dynamic laser-induced
changes to the electron-electron correlation. The descrip-
tion of real-space density fluctuations arriving from localized
atomlike orbitals in a finite-size region resembles methods and
regimes of atomic and molecular systems. Even though only a
few ESs are located in a narrow energy range in Fig. 3(a), the
finite-size laser-induced correlational enhancement attributed
to them is found at a wide range of VUV preexcitation fre-

FIG. 4. HHG spectra (a) for a finite-size system (N = 80) with
independent electrons, (b) for a bulk system with independent elec-
trons, (c) for a finite-size system including laser-induced correlations,
and (d) for a bulk system including laser-induced correlations. The
spectra are generated applying an IR field (nd = 15-cycle IR pulse
with ωd = 0.023 and F0,d = 0.00552) to a system that has been
preexcited with an ES preexcitation frequency (ES-Pre.), a system
preexcited with a BG preexcitation frequency (BG-Pre.) and a ref-
erence system without preexcitation (Ref.). The preexcited systems
were prepared at a time τ = 26Td earlier than the center of the IR
pulse using an np = 153-cycle VUV pulse with ωP,ES = 0.235 or
ωP,BG = 0.239, F0,p = 0.0005, and resonant with the ES or BG [see
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. The signals have been scaled by N−2 to compare
the systems on an equal footing.

quencies from 0.23 � ω � 0.43 a.u. This insensitivity to the
exact value of the preexcitation frequency of the VUV is due
to the fact that the ESs are delocalized in momentum space
and are available for resonant excitation from a wide range
of VB2 states with different energies, and the fact that the
energies of the ESs are highly dependent on the instantaneous
electron distribution of the sample. The ES energies thereby
vary as a function of time when both preexciting and driving
the system as well as in between the two pulses. We note
that for future studies it is interesting to consider if simi-
lar dynamics can be induced when targeting localized states
introduced by vacancies or doping. The relative importance
of such states will remain with increasing system size if a
constant doping rate is applied or a constant vacancy density
is present, whereas the importance of the ESs was observed to
decrease in this limit.

When the VUV BG frequency is applied, we observe quite
remarkable effects of laser-induced correlations. Considering
the results of the uncorrelated independent-electron calcula-
tions shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), a large enhancement of the
HHG yield appears both below the BG energy (at ≈11ωd ) and
within the first plateau (at � 11 − 21ωd ), consistent in both
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the finite and bulk system. However, these effects are severely
reduced by laser-induced correlations as seen by the results
in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). The remaining finite-size enhancement
in Fig. 4(c) is attributed to the transitions to the ES, that are
still available for resonant excitation through the 2 dashed
transition of Fig. 3(a). Thus laser-induced correlations seem to
provide a large reduction in the HHG spectra when applying
the BG preexcitation. If one did not include laser-induced
correlation, one would overestimate the HHG signal. We have
checked that the magnitude of this overestimation corresponds
to overestimating the laser intensity by more than an or-
der of magnitude. As this overestimation of the yield in the
independent-electron approach is independent of system size,
we seek to describe it as a bulklike effect through an analysis
in momentum space. A crucial point to make from this is that
typical theoretical methodologies used for the description of
HHG in solids, such as the semiconductor Bloch equations
implemented in their simplest form, rely on the independent-
electron approximation. The results in Fig. 4 show that this
approximation can break down in pump-probe settings as it
may overestimate the signal by an order of magnitude.

3. Laser-induced energy shifts with VUV preexcitation

Comparing the spectra for the BG preexcitation and the
ES preexcitation in Fig. 4, we see that in the independent-
electron approximation they provide widely different spectra.
However, in the correlated case the spectra become almost
identical. A reason for this can be found, if we recall the
discussion of Sec. III B 1. Here the spectrum of states, which
is populated by the different preexcitations, is different if
the band structure is static, as in the independent-electron
approximation. However, as the two preexcitation frequen-
cies, ωp,ES and ωp,BG, are close in energy, a fluctuation of
the BG energy, allowed in a dynamical calculation, might
make both preexcitation frequencies span a similar range of
transitions. To see whether this is the case, we take the density
of the finite system at the center of each preexcitation pulse,
construct the KS potential, and diagonalize the system. We
find that the BG of 0.2393 a.u. is reducing to 0.2294 a.u.
during the ES preexcitation with ωp,ES, and reducing to 0.2341
a.u. during the BG preexcitation with ωp,BG. These shifts in
energy are larger than the spectral width of (<0.0025 a.u.)
for the preexcitation pulses. It is thus clear that a reason
for the similar HHG spectra when including laser-induced
correlation as seen in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) is that both pulses
probe similar parts of the dynamical band structure and ini-
tialize a similar shift of the BG energy. Such BG-energy
shifts cause the analysis based on a static band structure to be
challenged as both preexcitation pulses are able to populate a
wider spectrum of states than one might expect from a static
band-structure picture. If we consider the evolution of the BG
energy during the driving pulse instead, it fluctuates for both
cases in a range between 0.222 and 0.237 a.u., with a mean
of 0.2334 a.u. for the ES preexcitation and a mean of 0.2325
a.u. for the BG preexcitation. As a result of the BG-energy
shifts during the driving pulse, the BG energy will at certain
times reduce to below 10ωd , making a new excitation channel
possible for the driving pulse.

FIG. 5. Projections of the electronic wave packet onto the initial
band structure [using Eq. (14)] during the simulation of the preex-
cited finite-size system (N = 80) with parameters as in Fig. 4.

4. Population analysis with VUV preexcitation

To see whether the laser-induced energy shifts manifest
directly in the evolution of electron populations, we have
performed calculations similar to those for the analysis in
Fig. 2(b). We apply Eq. (14), but for the preexcited systems
of Figs. 4(a) and 4(c). We project the electronic wave packet
on the field-free KS orbitals at each time step. The popula-
tion distributed on the lower part of CB1 is given in Fig. 5
as a function of time, for the laser pulse durations shown
in Fig. 3(c), where the VUV preexcitation pump pulse acts
on the system from ≈ −7.5 to ≈7.5 Td and the IR driving
pulse acts on the system from 18.5 to 33.5Td . Since the basis
and thus the band structure are static, the time-dependent
laser-induced BG-energy shifts will be expressed through ad-
ditional couplings, changing the electron populations. This
can be observed by comparing Figs. 5(b) and 5(d) to Figs. 5(a)
and 5(b) in the region of time <18.5Td where the additional
couplings allow the correlated calculations to populate a wider
selection of the field-free states. In comparison, the static
band structures of Figs. 5(a) and 5(c) exhibit a much more
localized population of the states. Here the BG preexcitation
pulse [Fig. 5(c)] has more states within its spectral range,
and thus allows a more effective population transfer than
the few states within the spectral width (<0.0025 a.u.) of
the ES-preexcitation pulse [Fig. 5(a)]. If one considers the
distribution of states at instants of time in between the two
pulses 7.5Td < t < 18.5Td , a rather time-independent distri-
bution of the independent-electron calculations of Figs. 5(a)
and 5(c) is seen, whereas a time dependence in the distribution
of states is observed when including laser-induced correla-
tions in Figs. 5(b) and 5(d). This difference suggests a τ

dependence of the HHG spectra when including laser-induced
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FIG. 6. Static band-structure resolved electron populations dur-
ing the simulation of the preexcited finite-size systems (N = 80)
as given from the projections of Fig. 5 and Eq. (15). In (a) the
population in all CBs higher than CB1 is shown. Parameters are
defined as in Fig. 4 and the notations VB1, VB2, and CB1 are defined
in Fig. 1.

correlations opposed to the independent-electron calculation,
which is also observed in Ref. [47]. We will return to this
point in Sec. III B 5. The driving pulse interacts with dif-
ferent carrier-doped systems after 18.5Td . Here the intense
driving pulse dominates the dynamics of the system within
its duration, where the effects of carrier doping only show
as small changes in the frequency region wherein the photo-
carriers were initiated. After the time 33.5Td the driving field
has ended, and the system ends up with different population
distributions of the nonrecombined carriers depending on the
initial preexcitation. This indicates that certain characteristics
of the preexcitation step persist throughout the driving pulse.
If one considers the higher CBs (not shown), a hauling-up-like
increase of population is found during the IR pulse. The basis
of ground-state KS orbitals has been checked for complete-
ness. In this connection we conclude that the preexcitation
step results in a higher amount of ionization. As the population
transfer due to BG preexcitation in Fig. 5(c) seems to be more
distinct than that of the correlated calculation in Fig. 5(d), this
may provide a reason for the large overestimation of the HHG
signal of the first plateau.

To quantify this speculation, similarly to Fig. 2(b), we
have found the population of each VB and CB with Eq. (15)
and provide the result in Fig. 6. If we consider the ex-
citation ratio in Fig. 6, it is clear that CB1 and VB2 are
responsible for most of the electron transitions. This is often
used to justify simplified two-band models. As explained in
Sec. III A, however, the lower-lying VBs can be important to
include when considering laser-induced correlations. We see

that the dominant source of transitions is the intense driving
field, although in the BG-preexcitation independent-electron
calculation an immense population is already transferred
from VB2 to CB1 during the preexcitation step. The degree
of excitation that arises from the BG-preexcitation pulse is
severely overestimated in the independent-electron approach.
This overestimation shows that it is crucial to include laser-
induced correlations if reporting on the controllability of
carrier populations through resonant excitation. The signifi-
cant overestimation of the population transferred to CB1 does,
however, not immediately transfer further onto the higher CBs
of Fig. 6(a) if simply comparing to the correlated calculations.
However, here it is important to note that we would expect
an increased population of the higher CBs in the correlated
approach due to the hauling-up effect. Since the populations
are of similar magnitude in the independent-electron and
correlated calculations, we conclude that if a part of the over-
estimated population in the independent-electron calculation
transfers further onto the higher bands, then this effect seems
to match the magnitude of the hauling-up effect. It is clear that
for the BG-resonant independent-electron calculation, only a
part of the population of carriers from preexcitation is recom-
bining, and a portion of it remains in the higher CBs even after
the driving pulse. As concluded in Sec. III A additional popu-
lation in the CBs does not strictly entail a higher HHG signal
strength. If comparing the population at the beginning and end
of the driving pulse we do, however, see that the overestimated
preexcited population is expected to recombine, emitting har-
monics within the first plateau. Comparing with Fig. 4 such an
enhancement of the first plateau is exactly what is observed for
the independent-electron case. We thus link the reduction of
the yield in the HHG spectra due to laser-induced correlations
for a BG preexcitation to stem from a reduction in the number
of transferred carriers during the preexcitation step, as a result
of dynamic change in the band structure. As the mechanism
for this reduction is independent of system size and can be
explained through a momentum space band-structure analysis,
we denote it as a bulklike laser-induced correlation effect.

For both the finite-size ES-related laser-induced electron-
correlation enhancement and the bulklike laser-induced corre-
lational reduction, the shared characteristics of laser-induced
correlation is the interplay between the distribution of photo-
carriers induced by the preexcitation pulse, and the interaction
with the driving field. The laser-induced bulklike correlational
mechanisms for HHG are interpreted in two ways, either as
a widening of the distribution probed by the preexcitation
pulse in a correlation-free basis or as a time dependency of
a correlated band structure. No matter the interpretation, the
laser-induced correlation effects will induce a time-dependent
change of the distribution of preexcited carriers, and in the
following section we will examine this time dependency.

5. Laser-induced correlation effects in HHG as a function of time
delay between preexcitation VUV pump and driving

IR probe pulses

One could expect, in the limit of completely temporally
overlapping pulses, that there would be no significant laser-
induced correlations since the phase of Eq. (16) would not
have time to accumulate. Furthermore at τ = 0 one could
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FIG. 7. (a) HHG spectra of a finite (N = 80) system as a func-
tion of time delay between preexcitation and driving pulse applying
parameters as defined in Fig. 4. The signals have been scaled by N−2.

expect that the driving pulse might dominate the dynamics,
since the driving IR pulse is two orders of magnitude more
intense than the VUV, and the latter is in the perturbative
regime. If the driving pulse completely dominates the dy-
namics, we return to the spectrum of the single-driving pulse
studies of Sec. III A where much less significant effect of
laser-induced correlations was seen. To approach this limit,
and investigate the time-dependent dynamics of laser-induced
correlations, a scan of varying time delay is examined. The
HHG spectra are given in Fig. 7. Similarly as previously
reported in Ref. [47], and as alluded to in the discussion of
Fig. 5, the correlated approach shows a more significant τ

dependence throughout. The same pulses are applied as in
the previous sections, even though we note that applying a
shorter driving pulse, as in Ref. [47], will give access to a
higher time resolution of variation in the HHG signal. Despite
both pulses being of duration ≈15Td the correlated systems
still exhibit a more detailed τ dependence which persists
throughout large time delays. The temporal structure of the
spectra obtained by the uncorrelated, independent-electron
approach seems more coarse, suggesting that the temporal
structure of the HHG spectra contains information about
the laser-induced correlational mechanisms. In regions of
large temporal overlap between the two pulses, laser-induced
correlation effects are seen to be rather insignificant when
considering the first plateaus of the HHG spectra. In this re-
gion laser-induced correlations only appear in higher plateaus
as a hauling-up effect (not shown). The only exception to
this trend is if considering intraband processes below the BG
frequency, as these show laser-induced correlation effects at
all τ (see Fig. 8). Thus we conclude that the independent-
electron approximation breaks down at intraband processes

FIG. 8. HHG spectra for a finite-size system (N = 80), with in-
dependent electrons and including laser-induced correlations for the
ES preexcitation (a, c) and for the BG preexcitation (b, d) with τ = 0
and 4Td . The parameters are identical to Fig. 7, the spectra of which
are cross sections at the given τ . The signal has been scaled by N−2.

in the VUV-pump–IR-probe HHG scenarios considered here.
As we observe both laser-induced correlational enhancement
and laser-induced correlational reduction of the spectra de-
pending on the preexcitation frequency we can conclude that
uncorrelated independent-electron calculations may under- or
overestimate the HHG signal when the pulses in a pump-probe
setting are separated temporally.

A qualitative comparison of the independent-electron cal-
culations in Figs. 7(a) and 7(c) with the correlated approaches
of Figs. 7(b) and 7(d) reveals that in order to find a significant
difference in the uncorrelated and correlated spectra within the
first plateau, a time delay of more than 4Td must be applied.
This qualitatively sets a scale for the laser-induced correla-
tions. The delay of 4Td is depicted in Figs. 8(c) and 8(d),
where, e.g., the 29 harmonic is reduced by an order of magni-
tude due to correlations. At this delay, the preexcitation pulse
affects the system to induce laser-induced correlations in ≈25
fs before the driving pulse starts and dominates the dynamics.
Such a time delay fits well with the rough estimate of the
timescale for laser-induced correlations from Eq. (16).

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we characterized laser-induced correlation
effects in a linear chain model of a BG material in two
ways, either in terms of nontrivial couplings in a static band-
structure picture resulting in a change in electron populations
or in terms of time-dependent energy fluctuations of the states
within the band structure. We distinguished between two char-
acteristic types of correlational effects. One is caused by the
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ESs. The presence of these states is a finite-size property.
The population of the spatially localized ESs initiates density
fluctuations. The associated dynamics requires a correlated
description. The ES-induced correlation effect is reduced in
relative importance as the size of the nanostructured linear
chain increases. The other is a bulklike laser-induced corre-
lation effect, which can be explained by dynamical changes in
the band structure that are independent of system size when
the number of ions in the linear chain is sufficiently large
(N � 60), and which induces a time-dependent change of the
distribution of preexcited carriers. Laser-induced correlations
were shown to be able to both strongly enhance and reduce
the harmonic signal, depending on the applied laser pulses.
The degree of excitation is a key parameter to determine the
magnitude of laser-induced correlations. To this extent we in-
dicated that lower VBs, which are not producing a significant
HHG signal, may become important to include if considering
laser-induced correlations, as they are a source of nonexcited
electrons, which will dampen the overall degree of excitation.

For single-IR-pulse studies we observed an increased
population of the higher-lying CB due to laser-induced cor-
relations, which relates to the increased harmonic signal on
the fourth and higher plateaus. This effect is typically not
within the range of experimental detection. In a dynamic
band-structure analysis, the BG energy only changes in the
range of a few percent during the interaction in the case of a
single driving pulse, indicating a minor effect of laser-induced
correlations in single-pulse schemes. If, however, a small

change in the BG in a specific system would result in opening
or closing of multiphoton transitions, this general expectation
could change.

For VUV-pump–IR-probe pulse studies, we found that the
VUV preexcitation pulse increases the degree of excitation
and causes much stronger signatures of laser-induced cor-
relations. We reported that laser-induced correlation effects
are able to significantly enhance or reduce the HHG spectra
across a wide range of harmonic frequencies. For intraband
transitions below the BG energy, we find significant laser-
induced correlation effect at all peak-to-peak delays between
the VUV pump and the IR probe pulse. For interband transi-
tions, producing harmonics above the BG frequency, we found
no laser-induced correlations for pulses that are applied simul-
taneously. If, on the other hand, the VUV pump arrives a few
tens of femtoseconds before the IR probe, laser-induced corre-
lations emerge. The laser-induced correlational effects exhibit
a peak-to-peak delay dependency and signatures hereof are
seen in the HHG spectra. Even though laser-induced correla-
tions might increase the harmonic signal, we found that the
optimal enhancement is observed in the region of temporally
overlapping pulses where the laser-induced correlational dy-
namics have not had time to build up.
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